Fitting the post-keratoplasty cornea with hydrogel lenses.
We report two cases who have undergone penetrating keratoplasty (three eyes total), and who were fitted with hydrogel lenses. In the first case, a 28-year-old male presented with an interest in contact lens fitting. He had undergone corneal transplantation in both eyes, about 5 years ago. After topographies and trial fitting were performed, it was decided to be fitted with reverse geometry hydrogel lenses, due to the globular geometry of the cornea, the resultant instability of RGPs, and personal preference. In the second case, a 26-year-old female who had also penetrating keratoplasty was fitted with a hydrogel toric lens of high cylinder in the right eye. The final hydrogel lenses for the first subject incorporated a custom tricurve design, in which the second curve was steeper than the base curve and the third curve flatter than the second but still steeper than the first. Visual acuity was 6/7.5 RE and a mediocre 6/15 LE (OU 6/7.5). The second subject achieved 6/4.5 acuity RE with the high cylinder hydrogel toric lens. In corneas exhibiting extreme protrusion, such as keratoglobus and some cases after penetrating keratoplasty, curvatures are so extreme and the cornea so globular leading to specific fitting options: sclerals, small diameter RGPs and reverse geometry hydrogel lenses, in order to improve lens and optical stability. In selected cases such as the above, large diameter inverse geometry RGP may be fitted only if the eyelid shape and tension permits so. The first case demonstrates that the option of hydrogel lenses is viable when the patient has no interest in RGPs and in certain cases can improve vision to satisfactory levels. In other cases, graft toricity might be so high that the practitioner will need to employ hydrogel torics with large amounts of cylinder in order to correct vision. In such cases, the patient should be closely monitored in order to avoid complications from hypoxia.